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1 Gaps in anything-goes languages are accidental 

It is generally admitted that gaps in word-initial consonant clusters are systematic, not 
accidental. An oft-quoted illustration is the pair blick - lbick. Both items are not actual 
English words, however the former could be one because its initial cluster is well 
formed (sonority increases), while the latter could not for its initial cluster violates 
sonority sequencing. That sonority sequencing is a property of English grammar is 
shown by the different attitude that natives adopt in regard of the two words at hand: 
lbick is not a possible word for any speaker, while blick could enter the language at any 
time if it acquired a meaning. 
The conclusion, then, is that the set of existing initial clusters in a language qualifies as 
a natural class and is defined by grammar. In the English case and in many other 
languages, the natural class in question may be described by the statement "within 
initial clusters, sonority must increase" (s+C clusters are well-known exceptions that do 
not bear on the argument here). On this count, non-occurring clusters such as #lb are 
absent since they violate grammar (systematic gap), not because of some lexical 
accident (accidental gap). 
In this presentation, I aim at showing that this line of reasoning holds true only for TR-
only languages like English, i.e. where sonority increases in all word-initial clusters (T 
is shorthand for obstruents, R for sonorants). In anything-goes languages where #RT, 
#TT and #RR clusters occur on top of #TR sequences, however, the absence of some 
particular initial cluster is always accidental. For instance, #rt occurs in Polish (e.g. rtęć 
"quicksilver"), but #rp does not. Unlike in the case of the non-occurring English #lb, 
Polish grammar, I argue, does not outlaw #rp, which is just as well-formed as #rt. 
Another obvious reflection of the difference between TR-only and anything-goes 
languages is the fact that the former instantiate all obstruent-liquid combinations (with 
the pervasive exception of #tl, #dl), whereas the latter may operate an arbitrary choice 
among #RT clusters (cf. the Polish example) while still showing all possible obstruent-
liquid combinations (but typically including #tl,#dl, as e.g. Czech and Polish). 
A consequence of this view is a strictly binary typology. An examination of the surface 
suggests that anything-goes languages may be more or less close to the TR-only bottom 
line: Classical Greek has just a few non-TR clusters, Slavic languages show quite a 
number of them, while Moroccan Arabic instantiates all logically possible sequences of 
Ts and Rs. Counter to this impression of gradience, a consequence of what I propose is 
that all anything-goes languages share the same grammar as far as word-initial clusters 
are concerned: any sequence is well-formed, and those which do not occur may enter 
the language tomorrow. Thus #rp is absent in both English and Polish, but for different 
reasons: it is a systematic gap in the former, but a mere accidental gap in the latter. 

 
 
 



Hence there are only two types of languages phonologically speaking: those which 
impose a restriction on initial clusters (TR-only), and those which do not (anything-
goes). 
The following arguments in favour of this perspective are brought to bear. In Slavic 
anything-goes languages (which will be examined in detail), new words (loans, 
acronyms) with non-occurring initial clusters may freely enter the language. Also, it is 
not true that occurring clusters (or non-occurring clusters for that matter) constitute a 
natural class: looking at them from all possible angles, there is no principle that allows 
to characterise all and only those sequences which are (non-)existing. By contrast, the 
hypothesis crediting lexical accident is supported by a striking diachronic 
generalization: all modern Slavic #RT clusters have come into being through the loss of 
a yer. The two consonants of a Common Slavic #RyerT sequence, however, were of 
course not subject to any co-occurrence restriction. Therefore their reunion through the 
loss of the yer creates a randomly structured sequence, both as far as its members and as 
gaps are concerned: #rp does not exist in any Slavic language simply because CS 
happened not to feature any lexical item that began with #r-yer-p. 

2 The initial CV predicts a binary typology 

Finally, I show that a particular phonological theory, so-called CVCV (Lowenstamm 
1996, Scheer 2004) enforces a typological perspective that affords only two possible 
grammars for the beginning of the word. That is, the morphological information "left 
edge of the word" (# in SPE-type notation) enjoys a truly phonological identity: it 
materlializes as an empty CV unit (i.e. an empty onset followed by an empty nucleus, 
Lowenstamm 1999). The parameter that controls the contrast between TR-only and 
anything-goes languages, then, is the result of the distribution of the initial CV, which is 
present (TR-only) or absent (anything goes). 
This analysis allows only for two options, i.e. the presence or the absence of the initial 
CV. No third grammar can be produced. Hence the typological prediction that the 
choice regarding the word-initial properties of natural language is only binary. And the 
title of the talk: those Slavic languages that possess #RT clusters have exactly the same 
grammar as modern occidental Semitic languages such as Moroccan Arabic: anything 
goes, non-occurrent clusters are accidental gaps, and the gradient shine of the surface is 
irrelevant. 

3 Predictions 

The talk examines two consequences of the initial CV, one regarding the number of 
what is traditionally held to be extrasyllabic consonants, the other concerning word-
initial syllabic consonants. 
For one thing, the initial CV makes a prediction to the effect that there can be only one 
"extrasyllabic" consonant at most: #RTV contains an empty nucleus (#RøTV), which is 
governed by the first vowel of the word. Any additional consonant comes with an extra 
empty nucleus (#RøRøTV etc.), which will fail to be governed. The prediction that 
there can be only one extrasyllabic consonant at most appears to be empirically true, 
even in the wildest systems of the Polish kind. On the regular extrasyllabic analysis, 

 
 
 



however, no restriction is imposed on the number of extrasyllabic consonants that could 
occur in a row. 
The other consequence of the initial CV is tentative: it regards a possible relationship 
between the status of initial clusters in a given language and the existence of word-
initial syllabic consonants. On an analysis that I have proposed elsewhere (Scheer 
2004:§240,in press), syllabic consonants sit in an onset, but branch on the preceding 
empty nucleus. This ties in with the initial CV: languages where the initial CV is 
present can have initial syllabic consonants, while syllabic consonants have nowhere to 
branch in languages that lack the initial CV. The diachronic development of Czech 
offers good support for this perspective: in Old Czech, syllabic and trapped consonants 
cohabitated (trapped consonants have the same distribution as syllabic consonants, but 
do not constitute syllable peaks and cannot bear stress: compare Czech two-syllable 
trvat "to last" where the r is syllabic and tonic with Polish monosyllabic trwać "to last" 
where the r is trapped and unstressed). In a context-free movement that began in late 
Old Czech, all trapped consonants became syllabic: OCz trvati, bratr (trapped: this is 
witnessed by the number of peaks in verse) > MCz trvat, bratr (syllabic). Except in 
word-initial position, where they are trapped to date (also, palatalised ř did not become 
syllabic, e.g. křtít "to christen", but this due to the fact that ř is an obstruent, not a 
sonorant: it has voiced and voiceless versions). This is expected under the analysis 
mentioned: word-initial trapped sonorants could not become syllabic because Czech 
does not possess the initial CV and hence they had nowhere to branch. 
On this perspective, only TR-only languages should allow for initial syllabic 
consonants. Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian are an interesting testing ground: depending 
on the variety considered (and also sometimes on analysis), initial syllabic consonants 
do occur, but the systems do not appear to be entirely TR-only. The precise pockets of 
resistance are examined in some detail. 

4 The corpus 

The talk is based on a corpus that I have put together over the past years: it attempts at 
providing an exhaustive record of all words that begin with a sonorant-obstruent cluster 
in 13 Slavic languages: Czech, Slovak, Polish, Upper Sorbian, Lower Sorbian, 
Kashubian (West), Bulgarian, Macedonian, Bosno-Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian (South), 
Russian, Ukrainian, Belarusian (East). The corpus is available at 
www.unice.fr/dsl/tobweb/classes.htm#sldata, where the detail of its organization and 
the methodology that has been used for its construction are explained. 
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